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Abstract. In the current market, successful fitness tracking devices utilize heart rate and GPS to determine performance. These devices are useful, but don’t extensively classify stationary exercise. This paper proposes
a modern approach for tuning and investigating optimal neural network
types on stationary exercises using Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs).
Using three IMUs located on the ankle, waist, and wrist, data is collected
to map the body as it moves during the stationary physical activity. A
novel five-stage deep learning tuning system was written and deployed to
classify user movement as one of three classes: air squats, jumping jacks,
and kettlebell swings. It was determined that the ConvLSTM2D type
is the most accurate and second fastest for training stationary exercise
classification. Tracking of human movement extends to realms outside of
fitness such as robotics, medical and military applications.

1

Introduction

The smartwatch market thrives on data. Currently, global leaders depend on
heart rate and GPS location to evaluate fitness performance. Looking at the
global smartwatch market, Bloomberg estimates an increase of 22.1% in compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 2019 to 2025. This brings the market
opportunity to $46.81 billion by the year 2025[1]. There is vast potential for
new technologies to penetrate the fitness and smartwatch market and capture a
portion of their market share. The focus of this paper is to begin that process
of venturing into this market share.
Consumer products to monitor exercise rely on heart rate and GPS location
to provide insight into individual workouts. Utilizing only these data sources limits the accuracy and depth needed for proper assessment of exercises required
for classifying stationary positions. Other approaches to the classification of human movement rely on data collected from one sensor location such as using an
accelerometer already accessible from a smartphone or fitness tracking device.
These approaches are far more difficult to use with a classification model due to
the lack of information a single sensor provides.
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Many of the other published modern approaches use motion capture systems
[2] or rgb cameras [3] to track movement. These systems require extensive initial
setup and are typically not mobile. Causing the user of such systems to stay
within a predetermined area. Such a setup is not practical for the average user.
Also, such systems are impractical for consumer use due to being overly expensive
and difficult to set up.
This paper employs a novel deep learning system to classify stationary exercise movements from three IMUs [4] which are worn on the wrist, waist, and
ankle. IMUs have a distinct advantage over other capture methods in that they
are relatively cheap, lightweight, battery powered, and very portable. In regards
to the human body tracking capabilities, IMUs raw acceleration is typically the
base metric for analysis[5]. Attaching a total of three sensors to the extremities
and center mass of the body (wrist, waist, and ankle) achieve the greatest separation of distance between the readings. This distance enables the maximum
amount of motion to be captured and allows algorithms to better detect and
classify patterns that differentiate human movement during an exercise. This
described data capture setup was employed by the authors to capture the data
used in this paper’s analysis. Other competitive datasets focus on basic human
motion for classification whereas this paper addresses those motions that are
specific to stationary exercise. The techniques demonstrated within this paper
include: Vanilla Neural Networks, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTMs) networks,
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM), Bidirectional GRU, and Bi-directional LSTMs.
Section II of this paper walks through the related work. This section is split
up into five parts: sensors, data gathering, data cleaning and preparation, benchmark datasets and human action modeling. Section III introduces the fundamental concepts of deep learning and the types of neural networks used in this paper.
Section IV details the sensors used, the process of collecting and cleaning the
data, and the resulting dataset. Section V shows the experimental design and
implementation of the five-stage deep learning tuning system on the stationary exercise dataset and shows the results. Finally, Section VI summarizes the
outcome and concludes this project.

2

Related Work

The following sections within related work are grouped by the particular components for which they are referenced: Sensors, Data Gathering, Data Cleaning
and Preparation, Human Action Modeling, and Benchmark Datasets. Section
2.1 (IMU Sensors) describes related sensor configurations for classifying movement. Section 2.2 (Data Gathering) explores the experimental design of related
works collection methods. Section 2.3 (Human Action Modeling) discusses neural
network modeling techniques used by other related projects. Section 2.4 (Benchmark Datasets) examines the data collection methods and structure of related
human action datasets, which this paper calls ”benchmark datasets”.
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Table 1. IMU Action Capture Benefits and Detriments[6]
PROs
Cost effective and widely available
High sampling rate
Can work in total darkness
Can work in unconfined environment

2.1

CONs
Sensitive to sensor location on the body
Sensor drift
Power consumption for sensor
onboard battery
Require multiple sensors for
capturing full body movements
Intrusiveness of wearing single
or multiple sensors

IMU Sensors

There are [6] three general approaches to capturing human actions with sensors.
The first two which are not used in the paper are RGB video cameras and depth
cameras. The final approach (used in this paper) is the use of inertial sensors.
While these are relatively inexpensive (think of a product such as Fitbit) they
can not capture the entirety of a human’s action. They also are prone to what is
called ”sensor drift” which is due to the fact that no capture system is perfect
and errors in positioning pile up as the sensor is in use. A method is described
[7] in which a low pass filter is applied to mitigate noise which can help with
some drift. Table 1 is a compilation of the challenges faced with using an IMU
sensor.
2.2

Data Gathering

In comparison to the multitude of datasets on the internet, there are few human
activity datasets available. As seen in the IMU Sensors section of this paper
there are many methods of capturing data, each with their own types of datasets.
The SCUT-NAA[8] dataset used 1 accelerometer on the waist and the HMDB
dataset[9] was captured using RGB video cameras. In the realm of IMU datasets
complex ones can use [2] 30+ sensors which are attached to joints and other
portions of a person’s body. However, no matter the method of capture there
seems to be a standard set of activities in datasets. This set of six activities
are: walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and lying
down. Because these seem to be an unofficial accepted standard, this paper
decided to use one such dataset to test our system against. The dataset that is
the largest and closest to what is accomplished in this paper is the [5] PAMAP2
Physical Activity Monitoring dataset. Similar to this paper, they used three
wireless IMU’s with one on the wrist, chest, and the ankle. They used nine
subjects to do 18 activities/motions.
2.3

Human Action Modeling

Classification of human movement through a variety of sensors is a task that
requires excellent experimental design, abundant and diverse data collection,
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noise dampening techniques for data cleaning, and most importantly sophisticated statistical modeling and appropriate model architecture.
In a paper published by Wang, et. al. [10] various deep learning techniques
were used on a popularized human activity dataset, HAR. Full connected, dense
deep neural network (DNN) was built with 5 layers. Another approach was a convolution neural network (CNN). By concatenating several 1D time-series based
data points, a virtual image is created and funneled through the CNN. Autoencoders is another methodology where a model learns a latent representation of
the input values and which are then decoded. This approach leverages a more robust feature generation through unsupervised learning. Another approach taken
by Wang, et. all was using recurrent neural networks (RNN). Specifically, a binarized/BLSTM/RNN model. This type of model contains only binary outputs for
all layers, including the weight parameters. [10] Other models used: Restricted
Boltzmann machine (RBM), stacked autoencoders (SAE). These model types
will serve as known model types that produce successful classifications of human
movement within this study.
In the paper, Human activity recognition from inertial sensor time-series
using batch normalized deep LSTM recurrent networks by Casson, et. al, a
novel LSTM was created that uses longer temporal sequences and leverages a
technique called batch normalization within the use of the HAR dataset. [11]
The book [12] ”Deep Learning for Time Series Forecasting” contains a section on ”How to Develop RNN Models for Human Activity Recognition Time
Series Classification”. Their example uses a smartphone dataset (walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and lying down) that uses
only one accelerometer. They start with a simple LSTM and move on to using
a ConvLSTM (CNN+LSTM combination) which gives them 90% accuracy. Out
of all the research found, this is the most similar in terms of the data and their
approach in using neural networks to model movement. For the neural network
approach this is our conceptual starting point (which is to be done with three
IMU’s).
While successful models classifying a particular range of movements (walking, etc.) have been built tuned to specific subjects, there remains a gap in a
generalized model to specifically target stationary human movements.
2.4

Benchmark Datasets

There are two primary datasets used for benchmarking model accuracy and performance: Human Action Modeling (HAR)[13] and Physical Activity Monitoring
(PAMAP2)[5]. The data collection methodologies and subject profiles are outlined below, and served as inspiration for the data collection and experimental
design of this paper.
The HAR dataset contains data on 30 volunteers within an age bracket of 1948 years of age. Each person performed six activities: walking, walking upstairs,
walking downstairs, sitting, standing, laying, wearing a smartphone (Samsung
Galaxy S II) on the waist. Using the phone’s embedded accelerometer and gyroscope, the data captured 3-axial linear acceleration from the acclerometer (total
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Table 2. PAMAP2 Activity List
activityID Corresponding Activity
1
lying
2
sitting
3
standing
4
walking
5
running
6
cycling
7
Nordic walking
9
watching TV
10
computer work
11
car driving
12
ascending stairs
13
descending stairs
16
vacuum cleaning
17
ironing
18
folding laundry
19
house cleaning
20
playing soccer
24
rope jumping
0
other (transient activities)

acceleration), body acceleration, and 3-axial angular velocity from the gyroscope
at a constant rate of 50Hz. The dataset contains a 561-feature vector with time
and frequency domain variables, the activity label, and a unique identifier of the
subject who carried out the experiment. The data was then pre-processed by applying noise filters and then sampled in fixed-width sliding windows of 2.56 sec
and 50% overlap (128 readings/window). The sensor acceleration signal, which
has gravitational and body motion components, was separated using a Butterworth low-pass filter into body acceleration and gravity. The gravitational force
is assumed to have only low frequency components, therefore a filter with 0.3 Hz
cutoff frequency was used. From each window, a vector of features was obtained
by calculating variables from the time and frequency domain[13].
The PAMAP2 Physical Activity Monitoring dataset contains data of 18 different physical activities (Table 2), performed by 9 subjects wearing 3 inertial
measurement units and a heart rate monitor. The sensors used for this data
collection were 3 Colibri wireless inertial measurement units (IMUs) with a sampling frequency of 100Hz. The IMUs were worn on the write of the dominant arm,
chest, and dominant ankle. The heartrate monitor had a sampling frequency of
9Hz.
There are 54 columns in the PAMAP2 dataset containing: timestamp (s),
activityID, heart rate (bpm), IMU hand sensor information (columns 4-20),
IMU chest sensor information (columns 21-37), and IMU ankle sensor information (columns 38-54). The data for each sensor collected temperature (C), 3D-
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acceleration data, 3D-acceleration data, 3D-gyroscope data (rad/s), 3D-magnetometer
data. Table 2 is a list of activityIDs and corresponding activities:

3

Fundamental Concepts

This section introduces the fundamental concepts that are required for understanding this paper. First (3.1) is the overview of neural networks in general,
how they operate and how they learn. The next section (3.2) briefly covers all of
the types of neural networks used in this analysis which includes some specific
facets of how each type is used.
3.1

Neural Networks

Neural Networks are fundamental to understanding the contributions of this
paper. At a basic level, a neural network consists of nodes which make up layers
of the network. The structure will identify the depth and complexity of the
network. Below (Figure 1) is a high-level diagram of a one layer neural network.

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Input #1
Input #2
Output
Input #3
Input #4

Fig. 1. Sample Neural Network Architecture

A node is represented with a circle Figure 1. A layer is a collection of nodes at
a specific stage in a network. In the simplest form, a neural network contains an
’input’ layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Figure 1 displays an example of
a simple fully connected neural network with a series of nodes, collected into their
subsequent input, hidden and output layers. A layer is a row of those neuron-like
switches that turn on or off, output a 1 or 0, as the input is fed through the net.
Each layers output is simultaneously the subsequent layers input, starting from
an initial input layer receiving your data.

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/1
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Fig. 2. A low-level diagram of a single node within a neural network[14].

Figure 2 illustrates a low-level diagram of the infrastructure within a single
node in a network. A node combines inputs from data with a set of coefficients,
or weights, that either amplify or dampen that input, thereby assigning significance to inputs with regard to the task the algorithm is trying to learn. [14]
These input-weight products are summed and the sum is passed through a nodes
activation function. An activation function is used to determine whether and to
what extent that signal should progress further through the network to affect
the ultimate outcome[14].
There are several types of activation functions, but the commonality between
all activation functions in neural networks is that they are non-linear. Activation
functions provide values between 0 and 1 and can be interpreted as probabilities. Softmax is a normalized exponential function, and successful when used for
classification problems.
eL n
sof tmax(Ln ) = L
(1)
||e ||
Where Ln is the weighted sum all of inputs and bias, and the sof tmax(Ln ) is
the neuron output. One layer in a neural network using softmax as an activation
function can be presented by:
Y = sof tmax(X.W + b)

(2)

Where y is the prediction, X is the set of inputs, W is a vector of weights,
and b is biases[15]. This softmax function is applied line by line in the matrix,
with biases applied to all lines. During supervised training of a neural network,
you can leverage the known outcomes against the computed probabilities. There
are many ways of computing distances, however, for classification, cross entropy
works best:
X
−
yi .log(yi )
(3)
where yi is the actual values, and yi is the predicted values. Negate the sum
because the values are less than one, making the logs negative[15]. We optimize
our outputs based on our decreasing our error loss, from our error function (cross
entropy) on both training and test sets. Pairing the models adjustable weights
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with input features is how to assign significance to those features with regard
to how the neural network classifies and clusters input. Gradient decent is used
to optimize your neural network based on the specific loss function. The initial
weights/biases are randomized, as your network learns, new weights are applied
and rerun through your network to produce a subsequent probabilities those are
then mapped using gradient decent and updated. This process continues until
you have optimized your weights to your appropriate inputs to minimize the
error in your network.
3.2

Other Neural Networks

With the basic neural network architecture known, here is a brief overview of
several other types of nodes that are used in this paper. The LSTM (Long ShortTerm Memory) internally consists of four gates and has a specific memory input
and output. GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) is similar to a LSTM in performance.
However it has fewer internal gates and no memory output. A bi-directional
LSTM has the values input in order (like the LSTM), but it then also has
them input in backward order. This type has been widely used in the field of
NLP (Natural Language Processing). A CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)
is typically used for image recognition tasks. It takes in a block of data and
outputs a single value; sometimes the largest value in the block. The final neural
network type is the ConvLSTM. It behaves like a LSTM, however it ”replaces
the matrix multiplication in LSTM with a convolutional operation”[16].

4

Data

Data was collected across 28 participants and results in a data set with a shape
of 254,606 rows and 62 column features. The sensor selected for this experiment
was: LPMS-B2, a 9-AXIS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with Bluetooth 2.1
AND 4.1 connectivity from Zenshin Tech [17]. The LP-Research Motion Sensor
Bluetooth version 2 (LPMS-B2) is a miniature wireless inertial measurement
unit (IMU), attitude, and heading reference system (AHRS). The unit performs
accurate, high-speed orientation and relative displacement measurements. By
the use of three different MEMS sensors (3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis magnetometer) low-drift, low-latency orientation data around all
three axes is acquired. Additionally, temperature and barometric pressure sensors allow accurate determination of the units altitude. LPMS-B2 communicates
with a host system via Bluetooth Classic 2.1 or Low Energy 4.1 connection.
Multiple LPMS-B2 units can be connected simultaneously to one host system
(7 units maximum on Windows/Android), reaching transmission rates of up to
400Hz. The unit contains a 32-bit digital signal processor capable of running all
calculations on-board in real-time.
The timestamp was used to synchronize the capturing and saving the data
from multiple IMU’s. An important facet of signal acquisition is to maintain a
constant sampling rate to ensure standardization of the time series based data

https://scholar.smu.edu/datasciencereview/vol3/iss1/1
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being captured. For this experiment, 400HZ was chosen as the motions that are
being classified are slightly faster than those run by previous experiments [5],
[2], [8], whose sampling rates ranged from 10HZ to 200HZ. Calibration of each
sensor was performed before each measurement session via the LPMS software.
This is because the earths magnetic field can be shifted by electromagnetic interference, temperature change, or certain metals in the measurement environment.
[18]. The default program sensor calibration settings for the gyroscope and acceleration were utilized. Additionally, the sensor performs a re-calibration of the
gyroscope when the unit is at rest for 7 seconds. This is ideal for the measurement
procedure because as the experiment was explained to the subject, the sensors
re-calibrated to accommodate any shifting conditions in the environment.
Data collection was implemented through the LPMSControl software by Zenshin[19]. As the data is being captured it is run through a number of filtering
operations onboard the sensor before being exported to CSV format. The first
operation handles sensor drift of the gyroscope measurements as angular velocity
is calculated. Said drift is compensated by correcting the orientation data with
information from the acceleration (roll and pitch) and magnetometer (yaw) to
reorient the gyroscopes axis[18]. Next operation is a series of onboard low pass
filters which also help to smooth the output data. These filters were applied
in the settings of the LpmsControl software[19]. For this paper it was chosen
to only use low pass filters on the Acceleration and Gyroscope sensors. If one
also selects the magnetometer it increases lag time in the software for the sensor
to stabilize before recording. That, combined with the 400HZ acquisition rate
created problems in acquiring the data (ie - software malfunctioning and large
gaps of data missing). This choice allowed data capture to maintain the 400HZ
acquisition rate. Additionally, the magnetometer has an automatic calibration
function that runs every time the sensor has been at rest for more than 7 seconds.
This was ideal for testing as usually there was a 1 to 2 minute break between
subjects capturing data. During that time, the experiment was being explained
to participants which in turn gave the sensors ample time to re-calibrate.
The subject pool for this dataset was collected from Crossfit Lincoln in Lincoln, Nebraska. 12 male and 16 female athletes were selected with an age range
of 20 to 65 years. Height of participants ranged from 5’1” to 6’4”. Each subject
wore an IMU sensor on the wrist, waist and ankle. The wrist and ankle sensors
were secured with a long piece of cloth called a wrist wrap that wrapped multiple
times around the respective appendage and was tied off to prevent the sensor
from moving. The waist sensor was attached using a fanny pack that housed
the sensor in a forward facing position at belly button height. This results in
the sensor sitting flat against the stomach. Preliminary tests were run with the
fanny pack around the waist, but it was found that there was added motion
when the pack would swing outward from the body as the subjects performed
exercise movements.
Next is isolating the movements in the dataset so that only a single movement
is recorded at a time. These movements are an air squat, jumping jack and
a kettlebell swing. Each subject was recorded doing 25 repetitions of a single
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Table 3. Feature List for Firebusters Dataset
TimeStamp/s
session id
sID1 AccX g
sID1 AccY g
sID1 AccZ g
sID1 GyroX deg/s
sID1 GyroY deg/s
sID1 GyroZ deg/s
sID1 MagX uT
sID1 MagY uT
sID1 MagZ uT
sID1 EulerX deg
sID1 EulerY deg
sID1 EulerZ deg
sID1 QuatW
sID1 QuatX
sID1 QuatY
sID1 QuatZ
sID1 LinAccX g
sID1 LinAccY g
sID1 LinAccZ g

exercise id
subject id
sID2 AccX g
sID2 AccY g
sID2 AccZ g
sID2 GyroX deg/s
sID2 GyroY degs
sID2 GyroZ deg/s
sID2 MagX uT
sID2 MagY uT
sID2 MagZ uT
sID2 EulerX deg
sID2 EulerY deg
sID2 EulerZ deg
sID2 QuatW
sID2 QuatX
sID2 QuatY
sID2 QuatZ
sID2 LinAccX g
sID2 LinAccY g
sID2 LinAccZ g

exercise amt
sID3 AccX g
sID3 AccY g
sID3 AccZ g
sID3 GyroX deg/s
sID3 GyroY deg/s
sID3 GyroZ deg/s
sID3 MagX uT
sID3 MagY uT
sID3 MagZ uT
sID3 EulerX deg
sID3 EulerY deg
sID3 EulerZ deg
sID3 QuatW
sID3 QuatX
sID3 QuatY
sID3 QuatZ
sID3 LinAccX g
sID3 LinAccY g
sID3 LinAccZ g

movement per CSV recorded. These CSV’s are combined to form a single CSV
output for model evaluation. Below (Table 3) is a table illustrating the variables
leveraged in the models.
For each sensor (labeled 1-3) we have the acceleration, gyroscope, angular
velocity (given by the gyroscope), magnetometer, Euler’s angle, quaternions,
linear acceleration, and information regarding the participant and the exercise.
Acceleration is the change in velocity over time. The gyroscope data describes the
orientation of the sensor. Angular velocity calculates the rate of change that the
sensor experiences in relation to the orientation data given by the gyroscope. The
magnetometer gives the sensors orientation in relation to the earths magnetic
field. The Euler angles are a way represent the 3-D orientation of an object using
combination of roll, pitch and yaw. Euler angle’s are restricted in their use by
a phenomenon known as gimbal lock which prevents them from being able to
measure correctly when pitch angles approach 90. Quaternions help alleviate
the gimbal lock problem by being able to rotate past those pitch angles and
give another representation of 3-D orientation in space. Linear acceleration is
the vectorized form of the raw acceleration data.

5

Solution

To expedite the determination of which neural network types are ideal for the
classification of stationary movement, this paper presents a five-stage tuning
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solution in Section 5.1. Next (Section 5.2), is an overview of which types of
neural network nodes were allowed and used in each ’category’. Then Section
5.3 describes the parameter space used for the model tuning. Finally, Section 5.4
describes the results of the solution.
5.1

Model Generation

At this time there is no consistent way to figure out what hyperparameters
are best for a deep learning problem. In addition, a single neural network has
multiple layers with the possibility of each having many different types (Dense,
LSTM, GRU, etc...). Because of this, what follows is the method used to generate
the models used in this paper and also the how the hyperparameter tuning was
accomplished (Figure 3). The model selection and tuning was accomplished in
five steps, with an honorary sixth step dealing with analyzing the results.
Stages two, three and four tune different sets of parameters. Stages two and
three use the data parameters which are shown in Table 4. That stage also
uses uses specific hyperparameters which are highlighted in Table 5. Stage three
(Hyperparameter Tuning) uses the parameters described in Table 6. Finally,
stage four (Data Tuning) uses the data parameters from Table 7.
i. Layer Generation The first step is Layer Generation. The possible nodes
to be used are LSTM, GRU, Conv1D, ConvLSTM2D, Bidirectional GRU, Bidirectional LSTM, Flatten, Dropout, and MaxPooling1D. While it is true a ’node’
such as Dropout technically is not a node that a layer can be built upon, when
building models in Tensorflow and Keras they treat them as such. All model
layer permutations with a layer depth of up to 7 are generated using the nodes
mentioned. Next, basic neural network rules were applied in order to eliminate
invalid layer setups. These rules were found by researching what each layer is
and what it does. This elimination of layers drops the total count from nearly
4 million to somewhere around 200k possible valid layer combinations. Next,
what this paper calls ’categories’ of layers were made. This resulted in a final
amount of approx. 1700 layer setups. One such category, for example, is LSTM.
The LSTM category only contains LSTM, Dense, and Dropout nodes. These
categories are saved to disk to reference in the next step.
Table 4. Tuner Stages 2 and 3 Data Parameters
Window Size Window Overlap % Optimizer Batch Size Epochs
200
25%
adam
64
60

ii. Layer Tuning The second step is Layer Tuning. The tuning program takes
the layers from each category and runs them with a specific set of hyperparameters. Hyperparameters that seemed typical were chosen based on what has been
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Table 5. Tuner Stage 2 Model Hyperparameters
Name
Value
units
10
activation
relu
bias initializer
Zeros
dropout
0.25
filters
0.5 (multiplied by window size)
n steps
4 (5 if window size not divisible by 4)
rate
0.2
pool size
0.25. (multiplied by window size)

seen in our research. One important parameter that is kept consistent throughout all of the tuning steps is our approach to the number of epochs. Something
called early stopping was used that will stop the tuning of a model if there is
not enough improvement. This is paired with patience (another type of early
stopping) and by also having a maximum number of epochs.
iii. Hyperparameter Tuning The third step is Hyperparameter Tuning. Valid
sets of hyperparameters were created for each layer, which once again had to be
extensively researched. These valid hyperparameters were used to generate rules
determining what parameters can go before, after, and within each layer. Using
these rules and the 15 best of each category from the Layer Tuning step, the
Hyperparameter Tuning was run.
Table 6. Hyperparameters for Stage 3
Name
Values
units
10, 25, 50, 250, 500
activation
relu, tanh, LeakyReLU
bias initializer
Zeros, RandomNormal, glorot normal
dropout
0, 0.25, 0.5
filters
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, (all multiplied by window size)
n steps
4. 5 if window size not divisible by 4
rate
0.2, 0.35, 0.5
pool size
0.1, 0.2, 0.25. (all multiplied by window size)

iv. Data Tuning This paper created a set of data parameters that seem to
be a range of typical values for datasets based on our research into the HAR,
PAMAP2, and other datasets that we have come across. In addition to the data
parameters, this step also tunes the batch size. The reasoning for tuning batch
size here is due to the limitations of the Keras-Tuner library that this program
was written upon. Using these data parameters and batch sizes in conjunction
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Table 7. Data Tuning Parameters
Name
Values
Window Size 400, 200, 50, 10
Overlap %
50%, 25%, 0%
Batch Size
16, 64, 256
Optimizer
adam, RMSprop

with the top 10 of each category from the Hyperparameter Tuning step, the data
tuning was ran.

v. Cross Validation The fifth and final step is Cross Validation. Each of the
prior four steps used Leave One Subject Out (LOSO) test/training sets, but
in order to validate the general goodness of the model types one more step is
done. This step first applies criteria to each model of each model type. These
criteria are the difference between the training and test accuracy, and the value
of the test accuracy. With this criteria modified per neural network category,
between 34 and 65 models per type were selected per category with 20 of those
per category randomly selected. Each of these models were run using LOSO
cross validation: each subject was pulled out to be the validation set with the
remaining subjects to be the training/test sets. As the stationary exercise dataset
used has 28 subjects, 28 train/test/validations of each model were done.

Fig. 3. Five Stage Tuner System
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In total over 16,800 models were run with step 4 running approx. 4375 models
and step 5 running 3920. These models from stage 4 and stage 5 are the models
analyzed in the honorary sixth step: the examination of the results which is
Section 5.3.
5.2

Model Categories

Dense Basic neural networks have the benefit of being able to do truly live
classification because they can take in a single row of data at a time. However
this attribute of the model ’living and learning in the present’ can potentially
make less accurate than one that has memory, such as a LSTM, or another that
takes in a chunk of information like a Convolution type. In the tuner described
in Section 5.1, the dense category of models can contain only Dense layers and
Dropout ’layers’.
LSTM Due to movement naturally having a relationship with time, attempting
to classify stationary movement with something that takes this into account is
only natural. In the tuner described in Section 5.1, the LSTM category contained
LSTM, Dense, and Dropout layers.
CNN Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models have been used extensively
for human activity classification[20][21] [22][23][24][25][26][27]. This compression
of the information and only getting out what is needed in order to speed up
training time is the goal of including this type of model. Within the tuner, this
category of model used CNN, Dense, Dropout, Flatten, and MaxPooling layers.
ConvLSTM The ConvLSTM is a relatively new type of Neural Network node
that ”replaces the matrix multiplication in LSTM with convolutional operation”[16]. This is an interesting method in that it combines both the CNN and
LSTM, of which both seem to be relevant to this type of application. The speed
of a ConvLSTM is apparent in an online tutorial[28] which has an example of
using both a LSTM and a ConvLSTM using the HAR dataset. On one of this
paper’s author’s computer, both models achieved 90% accuracy but the LSTM
took an hour to train whereas the ConvLSTM only took 5 minutes. In the tuner
described in Section 5.1, this category contained ConvLSTM2D, Dense, Dropout,
Flatten, and MaxPooling layers.
Bidirectional LSTM A bidirectional LSTM takes time into account for training, but it trains the data in both directions. This type of bidirectional method
is frequently used with NLP due to how words can modify proceeding words. In
our research, we did not come upon any papers that use this method for classifying movements. For the tuner described in Section 5.1, this category contains
BidirectionalLSTM, Dense, and Dropout layers.
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Bidirectional GRU A bidirectional GRU takes time into account for training, but it trains the data in both directions. This type of bidirectional method
is frequently used with NLP due to how words can modify proceeding words.
Including both this type and the BidirectionalLSTM one was decided upon because of how the GRU and LSTM models are a bit different. In our research, we
did not come upon any papers that use this method for classifying movements.
For the tuner described in Section 5.1, this category contains BidirectionalGRU,
Dense, and Dropout layers.
GRU The GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) is similar to a LSTM except that it has
fewer internal gates and no memory output. Supposedly, it is normally faster for
training than a LSTM and is better on smaller datasets. This category contains
GRU, Dense, and Dropout layers.
5.3

Results

Using the speed of the first 4 stages of the tuner, this paper created a final
stage to verify the model type results. Stage 5 of the tuning system allowed
the viewing of individual subject performance by using LOSO cross validation
for each subject. In Figure 4 one can see each subject’s performance for the
ConvLSTM2D. The most interesting subject is subject 26. This subject shows
a significant drop in accuracy and large variance compared to the others which
is believed to be due to the subject’s lack of arm movement during air squats.
In contrast, subject 2 is a former professional athlete who had smallest variance
and was predicted with a mean of 96% accuracy due to the consistency in their
movements.

Fig. 4. ConvLSTM2D LOSO Cross Validation per Subject
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In all of the research found about modeling human action, researchers chose
to make their windows overlap (also called a sliding window). Both the PAMAP2
and HAR datsets found results of better accuracy with overlap percentages of
20% and 50%. However, as shown in Figure 5 one can see that in this paper’s
research the overlapping of windows negatively corresponded to accuracy. This
paper’s authors believe that this is due to the method of data collection and to
the nature of the data. Each of the exercises were done 25 times without stopping
and each exercise has a specific correct motion to be done. This means that when
creating the windows, there is no need for overlap to be programatically created
because this is virtually already done.

Fig. 5. Stage 4 Window Overlap Percentage vs. Accuracy

The overall results from stage 5 were as expected, with the general accuracy
rank staying consistent from stage 4 (Table 8). In both stages 4 and 5 the
ConvLSTM2D reigned supreme with the highest overall accuracy (Figure 6) and
with it also having the highest mean accuracy. This type being the highest in
accuracy is surprising due to the fact that this neural network type also trained
the second fastest. While the authors expected this neural network type to work
somewhat well due to some online examples[28], they did not find any published
research that used it with IMUs for human movement classification. This led the
authors to be uncertain as to the target application of this neural network type.
Figure 6 paints an interesting picture in that in stage 5 (Cross Validation) the
Bidirectional LSTM is second best and Conv1D is third best. The ConvLSTM2D
architectures supremacy seems intriguing in that as shown by the name, it is a
combination of the LSTM and Convolution types. One can see that (generally)
the more complex neural network architectures gave much higher accuracies. In
essence, this indicates that the problem of classifying stationary exercise is a
problem that requires complex interactions to be modeled.
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Fig. 6. Stage 5 Cross Validation Accuracy by Type

There is a clear separation (Figure 6) in the accuracy of the complex neural
network architectures verses the less complex. Conv1D was the lone exception
in that the lower 25% quartile spanned the gap. On the top edge of its’ accuracy
it achieved third place. However, in this paper’s author’s opinion, this type is
the second best choice for the neural network type. It dominated all of the
other models in terms of training time with it being at least 6x faster than the
Bidirectional GRU.
The Dense type overall dropped in accuracy a shorter distance than the others
from stages 4 to 5. It is difficult to compare the Dense to the other types due to
it not needing a window size. This lack of a window means that the Dense type
overall takes in much less data at a time to train. Without this it will not converge
at a similar rate when compared with the other types examined in this paper.
However this type, similarly to the Conv1D, is intriguing for the application of
live stationary exercise prediction due to it achieving low 60% accuracy. Further
tests with more exercises should be done on this type to determine its viability.

Table 8. Stage 4 Top Model Accuracy Overview
Model Type >95% Accuracy Total Models Percentage
Dense
0
60
0%
GRU
15
720
2.1%
LSTM
28
720
3.9%
BiDirGRU
46
720
6.4%
BiDirLSTM
40
580
6.9%
Conv1D
64
720
8.9%
ConvLSTM2D
81
720
11.3%
Total
274
4,240
6.5%
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Running Best Models on Benchmark Datasets To test the generality
of the tuned models, thirty different models were run and compared over the
HAR and PAMAP2 datasets (Table 9). The accuracy ordering did not match
the findings for stationary movement, which is to be expected. Because there
were no stationary exercise datasets available, these two datasets contain general
human movement. The incongruity between the accuracy implies that each type
movement classification problem needs to be separately tuned to find the best
neural network model type. Also, different hyperparameter settings, different
data acquisition rates, and different layer structures are may be optimal in other
classification situations.
Table 9. Average accuracy by type for the models run on datasets from Section 2.5

PAMAP2
HAR

6

Conv1D GRU LSTM BidirectionalLSTM Dense
52.8% 56.2% 64.1%
64.1%
52.9%
89.2% 93.5% 85.5%
93.4%
66.1%

Conclusion

This paper has successfully demonstrated a system to determine which neural
network architectures achieve the highest accuracies in the classification of stationary exercise. It was determined that the ConvLSTM2D is overall the best, in
terms of accuracy and second best in training speed. The goal is to leverage this
system in a productionalized environment that allows for the performance of live
detection of movements while subjects are wearing the sensors. These results lay
the foundation for this future work in identifying how subjects are performing
in comparison to their peers, to improve generalized model accuracy, expand the
number exercises, and create personalized stationary exercise algorithms.
Another application of this papers system would be to pair the IMU sensors
with the multitude of heart rate monitor available in today’s market. This would
better mirror the PAMAP2’s [5] experimental design and provide better insight
into caloric exertion. Another challenge for human activity recognition lies in
miniaturizing the ConvLSTM2D in size such that it can be run on a smartphone
for data collection. If weights for the pre-trained ConvLSTM2D model could be
saved locally to the smartphone, running just the data capture and predictions
look to be feasible. This paper’s group explored the possibility of creating such
an application but could not due to the constraint of the size and scope of the
research within. This leaves ample opportunity for future data scientists to carry
this research to that goal.
This paper’s 5-stage deep learning tuning system to discover which neural
network type works best is not specific to this problem. This setup will be useful
on other deep learning tuning applications due to two factors. First, it is highly
parallelizable which allows for multiple types of neural network setups to be run
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at the same time. Second, each stage’s results can be examined in order to see
if for that specific problem that stage significantly contributes to the accuracy.
Additionally, running this system multiple times through using the parameters
from the previous run would allow for a more finely tuned result.
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